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A Scottish Fishing Skipper shares memories of his time working in Somalia. Based in Laas
Qoray, an ancient town in the Makhir area of the Sanaag region in North Eastern Somalia, he
describes the highs and lows of heading a research and development programme.



FOREWORDThe memories of a Scottish fishing Skipper employed on a Scottish/ Somali
research project. Designed to improve the lot of the local people by upgrading fishing practices,
the local infrastructure and catch care techniques, this project could have a major impact on
their standard of living.The work was carried out from a base in the old town of Laas Qoray,
situated in the Sanaag region of north east Somalia, far away from the ongoing troubles in the
Capital city Mogadishu. At this time, in nineteen ninety-nine, there were murders and bombings
in the Capital each and every day. In Sanaag however, the rule of law was enforced by local
family elders and crime was virtually non-existent.It speaks volumes of the integrity of the people
that life could still go on as normally as possible with no police force, no doctors or nurses, with
virtually no infrastructure for water, sewage or electricity.This story has been written to bring
attention to this peaceful neglected region. Without the co-operation, care and protection from
the ordinary people of Laas Qoray, it would not have been possible.Notes on the Somali
alphabet and language.The Somali language was not written down until nineteen seventy-two. A
mixture of English, French, Italian and Arabic, it is pretty hard for the Westerner to understand,
especially the different sounds of the Somali alphabet. I will try to give a basic understanding of
the different sounds to the reader.The letter A has a different sound to the English. Bad is
pronounced as bud.A double a, aa is the equivalent of the sound bad in English.The letter C
before a vowel works as a glottal stop. E.g., Gacaan, g-aan, meaning hand, or Cali, meaning the
Christian name, Ali. The sound is achieved by pulling the lips back as if in a false smile. It makes
the vowel more guttural, as if one is spitting it out.Dh has two sounds. It can be an r sound or dh
as in dhow. E.g., the town of Badhan, either Burrun or Budhun.A single E is like an I in English
while ee in Somali sounds like e in bell. E.g., Shebeelle, one of Somalia’s largest rivers,
pronounced Shibelli.A double I, ii is pronounced like ee in bean. E.g., Yassiin.A single o is
pronounced as the o in cot or dot. A double o, oo is longer as in coat, E.g., Bosaasoo, the capital
of Puntland.Q is pronounced as a hard K and unlike English is not followed by a u. E.g., Laas
Qoray.X is like a hard H as in Xawa, Hawa, the lady in charge of my nutritional needs in Somalia.
It sounds slightly like coughing while saying it. Like Hawaii Without the PeopleA story
from SomaliaChapter 1In the spring of 1998, I was skipper of Red Baron, a forty-foot steel prawn
trawler. Our base was Millport on the island of Great Cumbrae which lay a mile west of the
Ayrshire coast, across from the busy seaside town of Largs, which was the site of the last great
battle with the Vikings and in 1246 King Haakon was defeated soundly, never to come back.
Millport had a very exposed harbour, so we spent a lot of time holed up in Largs marina, which
had been hacked out of the land to the south of the town. A monument called the Pencil, stood
beside the sea just to the north of the Marina to mark the site of the Battle of Largs.One evening
I was sitting in my flat watching tv when I got a telephone call from an ex-fisherman friend of
mine from Stonehaven, on the north east coast of Scotland just south of Aberdeen. Hamish
McDonald had left the sea in the late seventies and was at the forefront of developing fast rubber
boats. Rigid Inflatable Boats commonly known as RIBS were in their infancy, and Hamish used
to frighten the life out of his family by charging out of Stonehaven harbour in one of these small



craft in severe gales to test them. Hamish was in charge of the Maritime Rescue Institute, which
trained lifeboat crews from all over the world. MRI had two lifeboats in Stonehaven. This was the
only private lifeboat service in the UK. All of the other lifeboats were run by the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution, whose headquarters were on the south coast of England.Hamish had called
me to discuss a forthcoming project on the north coast of Somalia. The reason he had chosen
me was because of my experience of working with basking sharks before they were protected in
1997.The project was to try to develop a fishery in the town of Laas Qoray which was situated on
the north coast of Somalia in the Gulf of Aden. There was once a thriving industry there when the
Russians built a canning factory in the seventies, but a civil war after the Russians left had
reduced the factory to a shell full of junk, surrounded by rusty old trucks.Hamish intended to
send a squad of men and two new 8 metre boats to see what could be done to revive the town
and restart the fishing industry. At present the only fishing done was by mostly unskilled men in
small boats gifted to Somalia by the Swedish and Sri Lankan governments.Although the sea was
full of high-quality fish like grouper, snapper and yellowfin tuna, all that the fishermen landed was
shark fins. There was simply no market for the valuable white fish, and those caught as a
bycatch were mostly dumped back over the side. A few of the tuna were smoked and dried for
the fishermen’s own use but by and large a fortune was being destroyed for nothing, every single
day. The crew being sent out was to include an Irish fishing skipper as well as myself, an
engineer and two boat builders. The intention being to establish a modern boat building facility
to upgrade the fleet. There was also a will to provide a modular hospital as the nearest place for
medical treatment was in Bosaassoo a larger town around forty miles to the east.The venture
was a joint Irish/Scottish/ Somali affair. The boats being built in Southern Ireland at a boatyard on
Valencia, a small island at the very southern tip of Eire.The starting date was to be in September
of that year, but one thing led to another and that became impossible. September was the start
of the inter monsoon period when the fishermen return to the town after spending the scorching
hot summer further inland and up in the hills where it was much cooler.When the weather got too
hot in May or June, the whole population just locked everything up and moved inland, most of
them to a place called Bahdan, pronounced Burrun, where most of them had families.By the end
of the first week in September the place awoke, with people arriving every day. The summer
gales had gone, the houses were swept clear of the mountains of sand which had accumulated
in them, and the fishermen began to get their boats ready for sea.It was decided that we would
wait for the next September to begin work. This gave us a year to plan things properly. I worked
away with Red Baron catching Langoustines until the autumn of the next year. Things worked
out quite well, time wise.The boat’s owner, Robin Taylor from Troon, which was twenty or so
miles down the coast, was diversifying into hauling wood and had bought a tug and a large
barge capable of holding five hundred tons of wood, which was picked up from the beach at
Brodick in Arran, the large island which lay in the centre of the Firth of Clyde. Arran was a very
diverse island. The north end was reminiscent of somewhere in Norway with imposing peaks
which were covered in snow for long periods in winter. The outlines of old volcanoes could be



easily seen. It was a breath-taking scene.The south end of the island was more like the coast of
Ayrshire which lay the teens of miles to the east. Fertile fields were the main part of this part of
the island once one got south of Holy isle, which lay in an indentation which the local fishermen
called Lamlash loch, after the village which nestled in the north western end of the bay. Arran
was known as “Scotland in miniature” because of its diverse geography and to be honest that’s
just what it was.Robin had decided to get another tug and a cargo boat to upgrade his wood
running operation and wanted to sell Red Baron.This tied in very well with my plan to go to
Somalia. I had enjoyed my four years aboard Red Baron, but this adventure was too much to
turn down. I was forty-nine years old and if I didn’t make the move now, I couldn’t expect to have
a chance like it again.My partner Heather and I had discussed what I intended to do for a long
time. It was going to be tough on us both. The initial stage was to be six months long. The money
was good, and it would make a big difference to our lives. Heather had three kids and my two
youngest spent nearly every weekend in Millport. The kids got on really well. I knew I was going
to miss everyone but as they say, “Sometimes a man’s gotta do what a man’s gotta do.” If the
project was successful, who knew what it could lead to?The plan had changed completely by
this time. The Irish part of the project was not involved any more. The two boats had been
delivered to Stonehaven. They were lying in the harbour beside the two lifeboats that Hamish ran
privately, as I have mentioned earlier. There was only going to be one skipper going, no
engineers and no boatbuilders. I was going to be on my own in a town of perhaps twelve
hundred Somalis. It was a daunting thought, but I decided to go through with it. You can only die
once, can’t you?I travelled up to Stonehaven to meet the Somali part of the project. Ahmed
Mohamed Saleh was an ex-minister in the Somali government and had a formidable if not
frightening reputation from the war with Ethiopia. His son Fatah told me his father had killed two
of his enemies with his bare hands. I’ve no idea if this was true but I must admit the first time I
saw the old guy I was impressed.I had arrived early at Hamish’s house and was waiting for him
to bring Saleh and Fatah back from Aberdeen airport. As I looked out of the window and they got
out of the land rover I was struck by the regal bearing that old man had. He was like royalty. A
seventy-four-year-old man, tall, and with very light coloured skin for an East African. I found out
later he was known by his peers as Aden Weyne, which means literally” large white man”. As I
said to Hamish later that day when I saw the guy, I did not know whether to bow, curtsey or
salute. That is how big a presence he had. Fatah his son, was in his early thirties I would
imagine. He did not have the same presence as his dad but seemed a pleasant enough
guy.Fatah informed me that they were members of the Warsangeli tribe, predominant in the area
where I was going to work.Hamish’s wife Renee made us something to eat and we went down to
the harbour to see the boats. Hamish and I brought one of them out of the berth they were lying
in. We went alongside a set of concrete stairs to pick up Fatah and Saleh.As Saleh came down
the steps he slipped just as he stepped aboard the boat and although I did my best to break his
fall he landed in a heap on the deck. We helped him to his feet, and he said he was fine. We
loosened off the ropes to the shore and Hamish took us out of the harbour and gave the engine



some revs. The Yamaha inboard diesel pushed the little vessel along quite well. It was a beautiful
flat calm day and when Hamish pushed the throttle fully forward, we all got pushed backwards
with the rate of acceleration. Although the sea was calm the boat kept bumping, it was what they
did.There were quite a few of these boats about. They were called Fastworkers, and I’d seen one
working locally around about Great Cumbrae. This boat was catching “spootfish” or razor clams
as they are known in the scientific world. They got this name as they squirt water out if you walk
near them on the beach when the tide is out. They are a delicacy in the far east but as far as I’m
concerned, they are as tough as leather and pretty tasteless.We steamed around Stonehaven
bay for ten minutes to show what the Fastworker was capable of and went back into the harbour.
We were extra careful helping Saleh ashore, but he insisted he was all right.Back at Hamish’s
house we had a cup of tea and talked about the project and what we hoped to achieve. I was a
wee bit concerned at what they were wanting to happen. After all I was on my own. In hindsight I
should have forced the issue to get another skipper to go with me. It was getting kind of late for
that to happen and I never knew of anyone quite as crazy as myself who would want to do this
anyway.Eventually Saleh and Fatah went back to the airport and I went down the road to
Millport. The boats were being shipped out to Djibouti on a container ship from Felixstowe in
England. They would be a while getting there so we were in no rush for me to leave.As I got
ready to leave for home Hamish handed me a DVD. It had been made in Laas Qoray and
featured Fatah explaining about the project. It was very poorly made and full of dreadful
sounding music which I took to be of Somali origin. The guy who had made it was supposed to
be a professional, but whenever Fatah spoke down near the sea, all you could hear was the
noise of the waves breaking on the beach. The music was too loud and sounded like someone
banging on dustbin lids. That spoiled the video completely. There were a few shots of mullet
swimming near the beach and lots of footage of the old Russian canning factory, which was
falling down, surrounded by what looked like old army trucks.I was not impressed. If this video
was supposed to bring investors on board, they would need to have been lovers of really crappy
music to begin with. I found out later it was a Cuban band which was playing. Please remind me
never to go to Cuba.One part of the video was particularly interesting. Fatah went for a drive
along the beach and met up with a group of fishermen. There were shark fins drying on racks all
over the place. He spoke to the fishermen and as the conversation was in Somali, I had no idea
what they were saying. There was an older man with a blue hat on who seemed to be doing
most of the talking. One thing I noticed about the language was that there seemed to be a lot of
repetition.In another segment of the video there was footage of a group of very thin guys hacking
flesh from shark fins. There was one hefty guy, who looked completely out of place among all the
other extremely thin men. He was trimming the fins with a small type of band saw. I could see
why at once. Instead of cutting the fins off as cleanly as possible from the shark, it looked like the
Somalis just gouged the meat out around the fin and left it attached. This would spoil the end
product, as the flesh started to rot in the heat, it was bound to affect the quality of the fin. The
operation looked very haphazard to me. There were men sitting cutting the flesh with little adzes.



They were miniature versions of the tool that boat builders use to trim the frames when building
a fishing boat back home in Scotland. Some of them were holding the fin between their feet and
hacking towards themselves. I cringed at that. There is an old saying at the fishing in Scotland
which says, “Always cut towards your friends.” It was good advice. How these guys had any toes
left at all was a miracle.Hamish also gave me a folder full of papers referring to the geology and
culture of the area I was going to. I was amazed to see a sheet of paper containing a map
divided into sections by all sorts of oil companies. It seems that a deal had been made with the
government before the civil war, but that was out of the window now.Most of the people of the
area were nomadic farmers who wandered around following any water they could find for their
herds of sheep, goats and camels. I gathered there were also some cows in the mix, but they
must have been a lot less in the equation than the other animals.Fishing and especially fish
eating, was not really part of their history. As far as I could gather very few folks ate fish at all.
The most popular fish mentioned was the Spanish Mackerel or Kingfish which seemed to be
treated as a delicacy by the few people who did eat fish.According to all reports there was a
fantastic number of top-quality fish in the area. The most research seemed to have been done
by the Italians. The reports of their trials were exciting to read. It appeared there were fish
everywhere.Sadly, at present, there was no demand for anything other than sharks. There was
no infrastructure to handle the tons of Yellowfin Tuna, two or three other species of Tuna and a
plethora of whitefish like Grouper, Snapper and Bream. It sounded like a fisherman’s paradise.
The only problem was that large boats from countries like Japan, Korea and Spain were
poaching all along the coast.Seemingly the warlord in charge of an area would sell “licenses” to
these foreign boats, which, with the absence of any coastguard or Navy, meant they could do
what they wanted in the area the license covered. It was an obscene waste of a national
resource but that’s the way it was.The plan we had was to longline for sharks to begin with. The
boats were loaded with umpteen coils of light rope and three thousand wicked looking hooks. I
had an old trawl of my own which I reckoned we could pull between the two boats to catch
bottom fish. I also had a few lobster pots or creels as we called them which could help to assess
the availability of crabs and lobsters in the area. No one seemed to have any information about
crustaceans in the Gulf of Aden, but I had a friend from Tarbert in Loch Fyne, Richmond Murphy,
who had fished for either shrimps or prawns on the coast of Oman just across the Gulf from
Somalia. Perhaps there were shrimps on the Somali side too.I hired a van and loaded it with nets
and creels and drove it up to Stonehaven where the gear was stowed aboard the boats. Hamish
had bought some bags of second- hand cod tangle nets from a local fisherman which gave us
another way of catching fish.I had a more thorough look at the boats with Joe Kelmo, who had
been Hamish’s brother Iain’s engineer on Bahati, a fifty-footer built by the Jones of Buckie
shipyard. Joe knew his stuff and when we looked at the hydraulic pumps which would power the
net and line haulers, Joe was not impressed. “They are a pile of shite” he said. As things turned
out he was bang on right! The two wee boats, named Makhir1 and Makhir2, were by now
crammed with gear and it was obvious some of it would need to be unloaded in Djibouti and sent



on to our area by cargo boat. Makhir was the name of the region we would be operating in.At
last, the preparations were all made. The boats were loaded into a container and taken down to
Felixstowe where they were lifted aboard a container ship. It was really happening!On Sunday
the twelfth of September Heather and I went away for the night to a fancy wee hotel and slept in
a four- poster bed in the honeymoon suite. It was a wonderful night, but in the background, there
was the ghost of Somalia looming large. On Monday morning we were back on the island. I tried
to be as normal as possible, but the tension was really building now. The butterflies in my
stomach felt more like starlings. I felt like running away but I knew I couldn’t back out now.
Heather was being so brave. All I could think about was the family. The five kids and Heather
were never out of my mind. I loved them all so much.Chapter 2Tuesday the fourteenth was D-
day. After a tearful goodbye with the family, I was driven to the airport by my pal Davie
Humphries, another Millport Skipper. The drive up to Glasgow is erased from my memory and all
I remember is waving goodbye to Davie after he had dropped me off.I started to wonder if I was
insane. Who the hell would want to leave the comforts of home, a lovely partner and the kids,
just to be in a hot barren hellhole with no pubs, no electricity, indeed hardly any safe water to
drink?I went through security and bumped into Neil Henderson, one of the pop group Middle of
the Road. They were famous for their recording of a song entitled “Chirpy chirpy cheep cheep” a
few years earlier. He was married to one of my friend’s sisters and was on his way to Budapest
for a gig. I’m afraid I put my big foot in it when I innocently said I never knew the group were still
around. It was great to meet Neil and it took my mind off what I was doing for a while. After an
uneventful flight I was met at Heathrow by Fatah who took me to his sister’s house.I was to be
prepared by his sister Yasmin and her husband Omar in the Somali culture and see what food I
could expect to get. Yasmin was a beautiful woman. It was hard to guess her age. She was
working at London university on a Somali to English dictionary. I was surprised to learn from her
that the Somali language had never been written down until 1972. Yasmin was very bright and
chatty. Omar was slightly older I thought. He wasn’t from the area I was going to but belonged to
a different tribe from the Indian Ocean coast, the Majerteen. His father was a fish transporter as
far as I can remember and drove the spiny lobsters up the coast from the south.I had a lovely
room but hardly slept at all. I got up the next morning to a big plate of Somali pancakes. I’d say
they were just like American pancakes and they were delicious. The tea she served me was very
sweet and tasted of cinnamon and cardamom. It was a very nice breakfast. You would have
been happy to get it anywhere. Maybe the Somali food was going to be ok after all.Fatah arrived
and we proceeded through the London traffic to the French Embassy in order to get our visas for
Djibouti. That turned out to be a wasted journey as we needed to have tickets to Djibouti on us
before they would issue us one.Disappointed, we made our way to Saleh’s house where Hamish
was waiting for a final meeting before we left for Dubai. At this meeting it came out that Saleh
had broken his leg when he fell in the boat weeks earlier. He had hobbled about from the Sunday
until the Thursday before he went to see a doctor. What a tough old guy he was. I’ll say it again.
When in his presence I didn’t know whether to bow, curtsey or salute. I can honestly say I’ve



never met anyone else who had that effect on me.We all went to lunch at a Somali restaurant
and had a lovely meal of lamb with gallons of the sweet tea. The tea was so refreshing. I’ve no
idea why, but it could have been the cardamom in it. A friend of Fatah’s drove Hamish back to the
airport.We went into a barber’s shop and Fatah got a haircut. It was a Somali barbershop. In fact,
every shop in the area was a Somali run business. I think the street was called Ealing Broadway.
Every second person was speaking Arabic or Somali, and everyone was driving really expensive
cars. A gorgeous Somali woman in a sporty looking car shouted something at Fatah and
laughed. He told me later she was saying that she was happy he was bringing fresh meat to the
area! That showed me they did have a sense of humour if nothing else. This lady was quite thin
but had a massive chest. The car she was driving showed she had access to plenty of money
too.Fatah dropped me off at Omar and Yasmin’s house. When I walked in, the smell was
amazing. Yasmin had made a lovely chicken curry which was tasty but mild. This woman was
spoiling me. Somali food was amazing, or so it seemed.I think I made a mistake thanking her too
profusely or perhaps I was too friendly with her. I’m afraid everyone tells me I am a natural flirt.
I’m totally unaware of it but too many folks have told me the same thing. I think I’m just being
friendly, but it seems to be taken the wrong way by some people. I was smoking at the time and
they had a balcony which I could go out on to have a cigarette straight after that lovely dinner.
Washed down with the delicious tea or Shah as they called it, my stomach was as tight as a
drum.As I stood outside on the wee balcony Omar started to roar like a bull at Yasmin. I had no
idea what he was berating her for, but I guessed it was about me. Our culture is so different to
theirs and Yasmin and I had been laughing and joking. Perhaps that wasn’t the right thing to do.
I’ve no idea if that was what the row was about but I decided to be less friendly when talking to
her. I didn’t want anyone getting into trouble because of me, especially in their own house.
Perhaps I’m totally wrong but I got the distinct feeling it was over me. That night I started a
journal, which I added to faithfully every day for the duration of the project.The next morning after
another lovely breakfast Omar suggested we go for a walk in a large park not far from their
home. It was a beautiful place with hardly a soul to be seen. There was a large pond in the
middle of the park filled with ducks of all species. I could hardly believe I was in the middle of
London.As we wandered around the park Omar and I discussed the different kinds of fish I
would encounter when I got to Somalia. I knew most of the fish having read up on the subject
many times. I was very surprised when I asked him if there was a fishery for squid and he said
he’d never seen any. I had read that the yellowfin tuna were often full of them and I had thought
there might be a possibility of starting a fishery for them. I made a mental note of this for future
reference. Omar reiterated that the only fishing that was done from Laas Qoray was by small
boats and only targeting sharks. There were spiny lobsters down the Indian Ocean coast which
his family dealt in, and I had read a report which said that there were spiny lobsters which
migrated periodically off the Northern Somali coast and had been targeted by large trawlers in
the past. Seemingly if one managed to find the migratory path which they took, enormous
catches could be made. None of this type of fishing was done by the locals however, and as far



as I could make out the continental shelf around the coast was very narrow and the lobsters
were fished in very deep water.After we made our way back home, Fatah arrived. He took me to
a Somali restaurant for lunch. I chose a dish of lamb and rice which was absolutely delicious. It
looked like I was going to enjoy the Somali cuisine at any rate. After lunch we made our way
around to Fatah’s friend Abdi’s house and got filled up with loads of Shah. Abdi was a member of
the Isaac tribe; whose home area was to the west of Makhir. I was beginning to get used to the
taste of this type of tea. It was really refreshing and the Somalis I met drank it by the gallon. On
the way back to Omar and Yasmin’s house we got caught up in the London rush hour traffic.
Being a country boy, I’d never seen anything like it. Glasgow was bad enough, I’d been there in
rush hour on quite a few occasions, but how people could go to work and endure that torture
every morning and evening was beyond me. Walking down the hundred yards to the harbour in
Millport suited me just fine.Friday, the day of our departure came far too quickly. After another of
Yasmin’s lovely breakfasts I decided to go for a wander around the neighbourhood. It was
amazing to me how everyone I saw seemed to be Somali or of some other African nationality. I
hardly saw a white person anywhere. It was as if I was in Somalia already! I went into a wee shop
and got some newspapers to read on the plane. I sat down on a bench in the park we had visited
the previous day and phoned my mother, then Heather and the kids. For tuppence, I’d have
jumped on the next plane for Glasgow and said to hell with it. I was getting very emotional by this
time. The realization that I was going to be away from my loved ones for six months had really hit
me. I sat for a while pulling myself back together before making my way back to the house and
yarning with Omar about the fishing prospects in Somalia.Fatah came and picked me up at
around one thirty and we went to a different Somali restaurant where I dined on lamb chops,
minced lamb and spaghetti. It was really tasty, and I cleaned my plate. It was so good I could
have licked the plate but decided against it!After lunch we went around to different places but I’d
no idea what was going on and why we were there. After a while we went to Fatah’s home where
I met his lovely wife and three wee boys. I got a wee bit sad when I saw the kids, as it got me
thinking about my own.Fatah’s wife had made us a lovely meal of stewed lamb and spaghetti. It
was delicious but the fact that we’d eaten only a couple of hours before made it hard for me to do
it justice. Obviously there had been a breakdown in communications but I managed to clear my
plate although I felt like I was going to burst! I did not want to offend anyone, especially the lovely
woman who had gone to all that trouble for me.At five thirty we went to Abdi’s house. Abdi was
coming with us to Dubai. We stayed in Abdi’s until seven forty-five drinking the obligatory Shah.
These folks could certainly drink some amount of tea. I spent half my time going to the
toilet.Abdi’s wife, along with his mother and father took us to the airport around seven forty-five.
When we went to go through security, I had a panic attack. I couldn’t find my ticket. I know I had it
when we arrived at the airport but could not for the life if me think what I could have done with it.
The three of us retraced our steps. I was getting into a proper state! What the hell had I done
with it. What an idiot I felt when I opened my passport and there was the offending ticket! That’s
how stressed I was.We got through security without any bother. Abdi was carrying two enormous



empty suitcases. When I asked him what they were for he said he was going to fill them with
cigarettes in Dubai and bring them back to London with him. The profit would nearly pay for the
ticket and he had business to attend to in Dubai anyway. You learn something new every day,
don’t you?I took one last opportunity to phone Heather and the kids. I was much less emotional
this time, but I did not want to put the phone down at all.Chapter 3The plane took off at ten thirty,
right on time. I was away! No turning back now even if I had wanted to. What a sight London is
from the air! It seemed to stretch away into the distance as far as you could see.We were flying
with Emirates airline. The service was every bit as good as the adverts I’d seen on television had
said. The stewardesses, every one of them beautiful in their uniforms which reminded me of the
television series “I dream of Jeannie”. The eight-hour flight was comfortable and uneventful. As
we passed over the western edge of the Persian Gulf, I was struck by how dirty the water looked.
It must have been quite windy as there were lots of white streaks on the sea which were
obviously waves. There were a good lot of Dhows to be seen, as we made our descent into
Dubai airport.When the doors were opened on the plane it was like being in an oven! Man was it
hot!We were met by an elderly man named Mohamed who ran the Northern Somalia Trading
Company. I think he was a member of the Fatah family. He drove us to the Dubai Sheraton in an
old white Mercedes which was spotless. The drive to the hotel was a nightmare. Every car was
top of the range, Mercs, BMWs and the likes. I even saw a Rolls Royce and an old Bentley. There
seemed to be no rule of the road at all, and we passed a few crashes on the way. While I was
complaining about the heat, Abdi was saying how wonderful it felt. Different cultures again.When
I got to my room which was beautiful and cool, I made a call home to Heather to let her know
we’d got there safely. The phone rang out and went to answerphone. What a twit! She would be
over at the swimming pool in Largs, with the kids on Saturday.I had the same result when
phoning Hamish. Finally, I phoned my kids and the phone was engaged. No one wanted to
speak to me it seemed!I lay about the hotel all day. Abdi and Fatah had disappeared somewhere
in a top of the range Mercedes which Fatah had hired. These guys certainly liked to throw the
money around.I finally managed to get a hold of the kids on the phone. When I heard their
voices, my eyes filled up. Did I ever tell you that I’m an emotional old bugger? I got through to
Heather as well so that made things a little better. I went to the restaurant and ate well although
I’m sure it cost a fortune. When I got back to my room, I looked in the mini fridge and nearly
fainted at the prices. Even a bottle of water was about five dollars and it was only half a pint. I had
a look at the little tariff and decided I was in the wrong business. I had one beer as I thought
surely the company wouldn’t grudge me that. The carry out prices were no better; A bottle of
ordinary blended whisky was seventy-two dollars!I never slept well that night at all. The room
was lovely and cool so I couldn’t blame the heat. As I lay in bed, I imagined I could hear strange
music. It seemed to be in my head which made me feel really queer. I also started to have dizzy
spells, but I did finally fall asleep.When I woke next morning, the weird music was still there. I
recognized it as the racket from the video I’d seen with Fatah in it. After a couple of showers, I felt
much better and the music had gone. I had a nice breakfast and found that Fatah and Abdi were



away again. I was getting a bit pissed off by this time. It was far too hot to go anywhere so it
meant I was stuck in the hotel.The weird feelings came back, and I kept getting flashbacks of
Fatah’s video with the accompanying racket in my head. It was so surreal that I started to think
there was something wrong with me. My head was not working right at all. It felt as if something
was trying to take over my mind. I know how ridiculous that sounds, but I assure you it’s the
truth.Fatah finally came back in the afternoon and we went for a drive with his relative the guy
who ran the North Somali Trading Company. First, we went down to the fish market. What a
bloody smell there was! Flies by the million all over the many different types of fish on the market
floor. Next door to the fish market was a place full of wee songbirds in cages. I never found out if
they were for pets or food, but they could not have been happy with the putrid smell coming from
next door.We then took a drive to Jumeira. What a place that was. All the houses were like
mansions and looked like they were covered in marble. We saw the Jumeira Palace hotel. It was
enormous and there was a massive theme park attached to it. The whole place was spotless.
Such a change from other parts of the city.Next, we went to Sharja where we would be flying
from on the next leg of our journey. We went down to the harbour there and saw two or three
quite large fishing boats loaded with igloo shaped fish traps. The boats must have been seventy
feet or so. Communication with the crews was sadly impossible. They were all Indian and could
not speak a word of English or Arabic. Fatah’s relative said they were not much better than
slaves and got treated terribly. This distressed me a lot. The poor buggers must have had it
tough at sea in those things without air conditioning.Each boat had a sort of box platform at the
stern which turned out to be the toilet. You climbed into it, dropped your pants, put your feet in
the cut outs on each side of the barrel like structure and tried your best to be like a bomb aimer. I
cringe at the thought yet! You took a wee bottle of water to clean yourself up and god knows
what you washed your hands with!Went back to hotel and the journey was amazing. The houses
were like castles and there must have been some money flying about that place. Everywhere
was spotless. What a contrast to other places we’d been. The dustbin men must have worked
twenty-four hours a day.The way the locals drove frightened the life out of me. All these big fancy
Mercs and the like flying all over the road. There were never any indicators flashing, they just
hauled the wheel over and changed lanes. I was glad to get back to the hotel in one piece.We
had a meal in the lovely restaurant and lay down for a couple of hours until the place came back
to life again. All the businesses closed in the heat of the day, re-opening around six in the
evening.Fatah suggested we go for a wander, so we went outside to be blasted by hot humid air.
My shirt was soaked within minutes. The place was bouncing, with people everywhere. We
wandered around and went into a few shops. We ended up in a store which was full of guns of
every description. Fatah tried holding a few of them but I was definitely not interested in any of
that nonsense. I was kind of perturbed when he tried on some camouflage uniforms. What the
hell did we need them for?Thank goodness we never made any purchases and just as we were
about to leave the shop a small man came running in and went straight up to Fatah shouting
something excitedly. He put his hand in his pocket and drew out Fatah’s wallet which had been



left in the wee man’s shop. There was a considerable sum in that wallet, somewhere in the
region of six thousand dollars.I was amazed at the man’s honesty, but Fatah wasn’t surprised.
He said there was little crime there as people who stole would be minus a left hand very quickly.
This was very reassuring as there were people bumping into me all the time. It would have been
a pick pocket’s dreamland.I was glad to get back to the hotel and have a cold shower to try and
get cool although the air conditioning was turned down as far as it could go. At about eleven pm
Fatah’s relative, Mr. Mohammed came back, and we loaded our gear into his big white
Mercedes. The journey up to Sharja airport was not very long but the amount of traffic and the
quality of driving had not changed. There must be hundreds of accidents there every day, it was
like being on the dodgems at the fairground.The flight was due to depart around two am. I
bought a large jar of Nescafe instant coffee and a bottle of Famous Grouse whisky in the duty
free to take with me. I knew that alcohol was frowned on, but I reckoned I’d have need of a few
drams before much longer.Fatah bought us a couple of straw hats with a shark logo on them,
made by a company owned by Greg Norman the “great white shark” of golf. This was a really
good idea, as we would both need something to cover our heads from the sun in Somalia. I
could hardly believe I had not thought about a hat already, it being so important. This proved
once again that I had so much to learn about the basics of survival in a remote environment. I
had to hope the learning curve did not prove too steep. Chapter 4We hung about the airport
lounge for ages. The plane had been delayed on the return trip from Somalia and would be a
couple of hours late. I was all strung up, ready to go and all that hanging about was increasing
my stress levels. The heat in the place was hardly any less than when we were out and about in
Dubai and I was soaked again.At last, we were called to board the plane. I took one look at it and
wondered what the hell I was thinking about. Our transport across the Gulf of Aden turned out to
be an old Russian troop transport, which I expect used to deliver paratroopers at one time,
converted at little expense to carry passengers. The seats were held down on what looked like
aluminium rails and bolted down with quarter inch bolts. To my eye the rails that the seats were
bolted onto would have been fine for fixing above a window to hang curtains from. After what
seemed like an age with stuff being loaded into the hold and a heap of other luggage piling up to
the left side of the cockpit door, which was offset to starboard, the pilot started each of the four
engines, I was really glad there were four, just in case.We left the little terminal and fled down the
runway at what seemed to me a tremendous rate, before doing a handbrake turn, which I take it
put us head to wind. The brakes were applied, and the engines started to roar. The whole plane
was shaking like mad when the Russian pilot who had no neck, just a massive square head
sticking out of shoulders that looked like they belonged on a bull, suddenly took the brakes off.
We flew into the air like we had come out of a catapult. We were on our way! There was no
turning back now. Dear God, what have I done?Once we got straightened out on a steady
course, we had quite a comfortable flight. A steward came around with fruit and bottled water,
which I was ready for. I had a thirst like a sponge. As we made our way south westwards, I saw a
few little villages and the weird thing was the lights in them all formed different shapes. One



looked like a crescent moon; another resembled a sword. I guess it was intentional and they
looked so pretty, like star systems on the ground, accentuated by the darkness of the desert
surrounding them. It did look stunning from the air.As daylight started to break, we landed at an
airport called Riyan which is just inland from the Yemeni coast. It had been a Royal Air Force
base back in the days when there was a strong British presence in Yemen. There were guys with
AK 47s all around the perimeter. They had uniforms on and seemed to be genuine soldiers. I
could not see any buildings from the window. We refuelled for the rest of the journey across the
Gulf of Aden to Hargeisa, the capital of Somaliland, the part of Somalia which used to belong to
the British Empire. Somalia had been split in three by Britain, France and Italy. Italian Somaliland
started at the border with Kenya on the Indian Ocean, stretching all the way up the coast to the
horn of Africa and the island of Socotra. It also went a little way along the Gulf of Aden coast to a
place called Bender Zaila, which lay to the west of Bosasso the capital of an area known as
Puntland. Puntland had been part of British Somaliland before it declared itself an autonomous
state with Bosasso as its capital. The western part of British Somaliland had broken away from
the rest of Somalia, whose capital city was Mogadishu. French Somalia to the west was now
called Djibhouti, situated at the western edge of the bottom of the Red Sea.I knew that there was
an ongoing dispute between Puntland and the larger Somaliland over the area in which I was
going to be working. The Puntland people, including the folk I was working with had no time for
Somaliland. There was bad feeling from the time of the civil war after both British Somaliland and
Italian Somaliland gained independence a few days apart and joined together as the Somali
republic. This didn’t work and there was terrible conflict in the area. Hargeisa was nearly razed to
the ground by bombing. Somaliland had since broken away from the rest of Somalia although it
was not, and as far as I know is still not, internationally recognized.Chapter 5After an uneventful
flight we landed in Hargeisa, capital of Somaliland. Hargeisa was quite high above sea level and
the day was beautiful with a light northerly wind. I’d reckon the temperature was in the low
twenties centigrade which was a nice surprise for me.Fatah and I went into what I would
describe as an old Nissen hut, which you saw all over Britain after the second world war. It was a
tinny affair and the tin roof made it hot as hell inside. This was the airport terminal building. We
stood in a queue for a cup of tea and something to eat when I needed to answer a call of nature.
Fatah pointed out the toilet and as I walked towards it, I could see a stream of faeces and urine
streaming from it along the floor of the building. The stench was horrendous, but I couldn’t wait. I
was going to pee myself if I didn’t get in there soon. Holding my breath, I walked into the
cesspool. The toilet, which was just a tiled part of the floor with a hole in it, was blocked and
running over. It was the fastest pee I’ve ever done, and I was gagging as I trailed through the
disgusting mess back to where Fatah had claimed a table for us.There was a little loudspeaker
up on the wall and a Somali voice was rattling away, although I’d no idea what he was going on
about. I guessed he was announcing the flight to Bosasso which we would be catching next. I
had just lifted my cup of shah to my lips when all hell let loose. There was an enormous
explosion. The whole hut shook, and I was certain we were under mortar attack. Amazingly no



one else bothered their backside and went on doing whatever they were doing. I asked Fatah
what the hell had happened. He explained that the bomb disposal squad had just exploded a
mine on the runway. The words were hardly out of his mouth when a land rover roared up with
three white guys in it. It had Mine disposal written on the side. I never got to speak to these guys,
but I suspected they were either English or French.The wee voice came on the tannoy again and
everyone started to make their way back to the plane which had re appeared after the explosion.
As we taxied down the runway at breakneck speed, I was praying that there were no more mines
lying about. The bull-headed Russian pilot did his handbrake turn for the third time that day. As
the plane nearly shook itself to bits with the vibration coming from the engines, I decided to open
the little air conditioning vent above my head. You know the kind I mean, they have them on
buses and real planes. As I pulled the little plastic tube downwards to open the vent, I was
drenched by about half a cup of water falling all over my upper body.It was at that moment that
the pilot released the brakes, and we went up like a missile again. I was trying to wipe away the
water when I looked out of the window into a crater about twenty yards from the path we were
on. My God! We had been sixty feet from a bloody mine! It was supposedly condensation that
had got me, but it was absolutely filthy water. Between that and the shitty floor in the airport
lounge, I was feeling a bit nauseous as we levelled out at around six thousand feet.
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Angus Smith, “Great insight to an obscure part of the world !. This very detailed story of a war
torn part of the world by an author who's intent was to assist natives to be resourceful and self
reliant. His courage to be part of this endeavor and ability to write about it in a colorful and
interesting fashion is quite remarkable. A most enjoyable and informative book from a region in
the world which few dare to venture. Howard's ability to press forward with language challenges,
limited resources and support is impressive.  I really enjoyed this book and highly recommend !”

Patricia A. Coughlin, “Great educational and personal read. A view of Somalia and the people
who lived there.. A book you will find difficult to put down. A great read that just is a great
educational, personal historical read.”

robin47, “A Scot Teaching Somalians How to Build a Lucrative Fishing Industry. A great read
from start to finish. I had read Howard’s first book, “ The Last of the Shark Hunters” which was
great so I thought I would try his latest book about his exploits in Somalia and I wasn’t
disappointed! It was an amazing read and gave me a vivid insight into the life and culture of the
people of Somalia and Howard’s contribution to help them to achieve a higher standard of living
by teaching them modern fishing techniques. Not an easy task in that war ravaged country.
Highly recommended!”

Gordon Liddle, “Honest, revealing, fascinating and sometimes very funny.. Howard McCrindle
writes with the humanity of his fellow Ayrshireman Robert Burns. His humanity and ability to
meet all people as people without judgement or prejudice shines through. The tiny twists of fate
that can impoverish a country or region form a theme, but then so does the optimism and
kindness of those worst affected. Read this and your eyes will see Somalia and her coastal
people in a new light.”

Rosemary K., “Real Africa in the raw.. I loved the realism in this book. Down to the tiniest details,
it showed that the author was truly experiencing something difficult potentially life threatening at
times.It reflected the extreme end of the expat experience, not a cushy number for sure. It was
truly an altruistic effort to try against the odds to improve the lot of the villagers the project was
trying to improve. I really felt like I was vicariously living what Howard did. What an experience
and what a real read. No fiction here or romantisising what Africa in the raw can be like.”

Nander Mccrindle, “Great read. Recommend this to anyone that wants an insight to Somalia
there culture and struggles in the toughest of industries wrote by one of the best .”

Isobelmac, “Howard McCrindle. I enjoyed reading about your adventures in Somalia. Scary
times aAnd very primitive living in that country. We really don't realise how lucky we are living



here in Scotland.”

The book by Geniuz Gamer has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 36 people have provided feedback.
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